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Mass spectrometry (MS) has become a major tool in drug discovery, clinical 

diagnostics, and personalized medicine.  With the rapid progress being made 
in various modes of mass analysis, MS detection sensitivity, and analyte 
quantification it is surprising that the accompanying blood collection and 
sample preparation technologies are so antiquated.  Acquisition of blood by 
venipuncture goes back hundreds of years while the dried blood spot 
approach of Guthrie is now a half century old.  The work reported herein 
describes a new technology (Noviplex Cards) which enable the collection, 
drying, and transporting of plasma. A fixed volumetric sample of plasma, 
ready for LC-MS/MS extraction, is generated in minutes.  

Subsequent to deposition of a blood drop on a small 

card composed of a laminated membrane stack, the 
sample is rapidly spread laterally by capillary action in 
the first membrane layer and then proceeds as a front 
into a second membrane where cells are removed by 
a combination of adsorption and filtration. 
Simultaneously, plasma is drawn down through the 
membrane matrix.   Migration of plasma through the 
membrane system terminates in roughly 3 minutes 
with the collection of either 2.5 or 5.0 μL of plasma in 
a collection disc at the bottom of the membrane 
stack.  At this point the cell bearing upper layers of 
the membrane assembly were stripped from the card, 
exposing the plasma filled collection disc to the 
atmosphere.   Within 15 min of air exposure the 
plasma loaded disc was sufficiently dry to be placed in 
an envelope for transport by mail or air courier. 

 

     INTRODUCTION 

VENIPUNCTURE - First described by the Egyptians, 
circa 1400 BC.  Blood letting became a major practice 
by 500 BC. Many collection tubes exist with different 
anticoagulants and additives and a specific draw order 
must be adhered to. 
  

DRIED BLOOD SPOTS- DBS sampling on paper  was 
developed by Robert Guthrie  as a way to circumvent 
venipuncture sampling in PKU analysis with babies. DBS 
sampling was never accepted in clinical medicine due to 
hematocrit effects, analyte masking and inhomogeneity 
resulting in poor quantitation. 
  

A rapid plasma extraction technology that collects a 2.5 μL aliquot of plasma within 

three minutes from a finger-stick or mouse tail-bleed derived drop of blood  was 
evaluated using Ultra Fast Mass Spectrometry. The volume of sample collected between 
Noviplex Cards varies less that 2% over a hematocrit range from 20% to 71%.  

        NOVIPLEX CARD PLASMA SEPARATOR TECHNOLOGY         NOVIPLEX CARD APPLICATIONS 

Schematic of the Noviplex Card plasma separator. 
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1. Control Spot determines whether enough blood was placed on the 

card. 

2. Lateral spreading layer rapidly spreads blood so it will enter the 

filtration layer as a front while adding buffers and anticoagulants. 

3. Filtration layer captures blood cells by a combination of filtration and 

adsorption.   

4. Collection layer loads with a specific aliquot of plasma.   

5. The isolation screen precludes lateral wicking along the card surface. 
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NOVIPLEX CARDS - A rapid plasma extraction technology that 
collects a 2.5  or 5.0 μL aliquot of plasma within three minutes. This 
technology circumvents the need for venipuncture and blood 
collection in specialized vials by a phlebotomist along with 
centrifugation and refrigerated storage.  

     
1. A noviplex card is removed from foil 

packaging. 

2. An unmeasured application of 20 to 75 uL 

of whole blood is added to the test area.. 

3. After 3 minutes, the top layer is completely 

removed (peeled back). 

4. The collection disc now contains 2.5 μL of 

plasma. Card is air dried for 15 minutes. 

5. The collection disc is removed from the 

card and is ready for extraction for LC-

MS/MS analysis. 

 

Noviplex Card Workflow: 

Design of Plasma Separator Technology: 

Accurate Vitamin D Sample Processing 

Rapid Peptide Quantitation 
Ghrelin C- Terminal Hexapeptide 
binds to Growth Hormone 
Secretagogue Receptor (GHS-R) 
releasing Growth Hormone (GH) 
and stimulating food intake. 

Ultra Fast Analysis of Human IgG 
Mouse whole blood samples were spiked with a 10 ppm standard of IgG and then processed using Noviplex 
Cards. The collection disc was allowed to dry for 10 minutes and then submerged in 27 μL of TRIS buffer. Five μL 
of the supernatant was then injected on the Perfinity Workstation coupled directly to the LCMS-8050. An 
affinity protein G column was used to enrich the IgG from the mouse plasma, and then the sample was digested 
for 6 minutes at 50°C. Two common peptides were monitored and quantified using MRM transitions and 
linear calibration curves. The SIM m/z values were 937.70 and 603.70 which corresponds to the peptides, 
VVSVLTVLHQDWLNGK and TTPPVLDSDGSFFLYSK, respectively. 

The speed of Noviplex Card processing and ultra fast Perfinity digests, coupled to the speed and 
sensitivity of the LCMS-8050 allows for high throughput and high sensitivity for IgG.  

For Research Use Only. Not For Use in Diagnostic Procedures. 

Noviplex plasma extraction was incorporated into the analysis of vitamin D blood 
levels from a cohort of human subjects and NIST standards. 15 μL of derivatized 
vitamin samples (SecoSET Kits, Novilytic Labs) were separated with a Shimadzu 
Prominence HPLC system (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) using a reversed-phase HALOTM 
C18 column (150 mm X 2.1 mm, 2.7 μm) at 40 °C and a flow rate of 200 μL/min. 
MRM acquisition methods were constructed using vitamin-specific tuned 
parameters. The % RSD was 0.4% (manuscript in press). Quantification (LOQ) was 1 
pg (~400 pg/mL in 2.5 μL). The “lab-less” Noviplex plasma extraction card could 
change the way we think about the future of clinical diagnostics at remote 
sites and in developing countries. 

Whole mouse blood spiked with Ghrelin C-THP 
(9ppm) was processed using Noviplex Cards 
and the resulting plasma collection discs were 
extracted and run on an ultra fast triple 
quadrupole mass spectrometer (Shimadzu 
LCMS-8050) with scan speeds of 30,000 amu/s. 
Quantitation was achieved by MRM, shown to 
the right).  
Noviplex cards provided a rapid and accurate 
means of generating plasma and offer new 
opportunities for plasma collection where 
sample volumes are extremely limited, 
including mouse tail-bleeds. 
 

A Brief History of Blood Collection Techniques 

MS chromatograms for the two IgG peptides (top). 
LCMS chromatogram extracted from whole blood 
and MS chromatograms for the two IgG peptides 
(bottom). 
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